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	Foreword by Capodagli and Lynn Jackson, coauthors of "The Disney Way". All businesses have customers, but how many of them deliver unforgettably good customer service? "Secret Service" reveals the hidden systems of the few exceptional companies that do: what actions they take behind the scenes to consistently surpass customer expectations. These organizations reap the benefits of greater customer loyalty, exponentially expanded referral networks, lower employee turnover, and stronger bottom-line results. By quantifying and examining each phase of the "Customer Experience Cycle," "Secret Service" reveals clever, practical ideas that can be transformed into repeatable best practices in any organization and at every level. Packed with examples applicable to a wide range of industries, this book provides practical, realistic ways to: turn customer complaints into positive experiences; use marketing to go deeper with existing customers; and, increase customer and employee retention, and turn bland customer service into truly memorable customer experiences".
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Selenium WebDriver Recipes in C#: Second EditionApress, 2015

	
		
			Solve your Selenium WebDriver problems with this quick guide to automated testing of web applications with Selenium WebDriver in C#. Selenium WebDriver Recipes in C#, Second Edition contains hundreds of solutions to real-world problems, with clear explanations and ready-to-run Selenium test scripts that you can use...
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A Practical Guide to Content Delivery NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2005
A Practical Guide to Content Delivery Networks offers an organized approach to implementing the networks responsible for the distribution of various types of Web traffic, including standard Web pages and streaming audio and video. Because CDN operations are normally performed by independent organizations, the successful use of vendor facilities...
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Applying COM+Sams Publishing, 2000
Intermediate to advanced C++ and Visual Basic developers will benefit  significantly from this book, particularly if they understand COM superficially,  but now need a complete understanding of both COM and COM+. Specifically, the  book will do the following:



    	
    Provide a thorough grounding in core COM...
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Essentials of KABC II AssessmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Quickly acquire the knowledge and skills you need to confidently administer, score, and interpret the KABC-II 
Now designed for children aged three to eighteen, the KABC-II is among the top tier of children's tests of cognitive ability. Alan and Nadeen Kaufman, authors of the KABC-II, joined forces with Elizabeth Lichtenberger and Elaine...
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Beginning ASP.NET Security (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Programmers: protect and defend your Web apps against attack!


	You may know ASP.NET, but if you don't understand how to secure your applications, you need this book. This vital guide explores the often-overlooked topic of teaching programmers how to design ASP.NET Web applications so as to prevent online thefts and...
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The Promise of Mediation: The Transformative Approach to ConflictJossey-Bass, 2004
The Guide on the Transformative Mediation Process
Praise for The Promise of Mediation     

"The Promise of Mediation has been the single most significant influence on the modern ADR movement. This brilliant work serves as a constant reminder that mediation is about more than settling cases. Any serious student of the mediation...
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